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SECTION 1

BACKGROUND

l.l VIEWS OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE IN EPA

This report is the concluding report in a series of companion studies

examining technical assistance efforts in five EPA program areas -- air, waste-

water _rea_ment, drinking water, solid waste, and noise. The project was origi-

nally mandated by the Office of Management and Budget, which requested a general

examinatian to improve the Agency's understanding of this important but amorphous

subject. The study is under the direction of the Program Evaluation Division

of the Office of Planning and Management.

Because EPA is first and foremost a regulatory agency, it has tended to

regard technical assistance as something of a stepchild. Over-simplified, the

orthodox view is that enforcement is the most appropriate incentive to improve

program performance -- to some, _he only legitimate one. Where it exists, both

inside and outside the Agency, this view is strongly held, and not without good

reason: the ability to regulate environmental pollution and enforce against

offenders is the essential elam_nt of the modern environmental movement, and

EPA is its chief proponent. By comparison, "technical assistance" is often

considered a passive means for achieving Drogrnm compliance. As a means of

achieving program goals, it is suspected of being Outside EPA's proper mode

of opsratios, or at least not as cost-effective as enforcement. As a result,

technical assistance efforts have often been submerged within programs. Impor-

tant exceptions exist, such as in the solid wasme and drinking water programs,

but they are just that: exceptions.

:_ While the need for such things as training, technical guidance, and admini-

strative assistance is acknowledged even by those who take the hardest line, iu

J is assumed that grants and o_her financial assistance satlsf 7 the Agency's

responsibilities in this Eegaxd, and that compliance with program requirements

can thereafter hs compelled through lugal, _dministra_ive, or financial sanctions.

Rigorous policing of programs is often assumed to lead to new markets for tech-

nlcal assistance outside of EPA. either in the public, semi-public, or private

sectors. To an ext_nt, this is true, and this study has taken as its main theme

" the discoveD_ of new mechanisms to leverage technical support for EPA programs

from outside the Agency. But to the extent that TA and enforce/_ent are viewed

: as direct tradeoffs, progr_s suffer.

_[ Technical assistance is an alternative to enforcement in some situations,

_! for the carrom is often more effective than the stick. For instance, to improve

'i perfo_T_ance of sewage treatment pla_ts some States have hired "circuit riders"
to make routine visits to plants with operating problems. For plan_s with only

?i
i
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occasional operational problems, technical assistance is ofSen a more cost-

effective method of achieving compliance than complicated enforcement approaches.

In short, there are many instances in which TA serves multiple purposes, and it

has some irreducible functions for which enforcement and money cannot substitute.

One of the most important reasons for technical assistance is that SPA

programs are new, and must to a certain extent be considered still experimental.

They often deal with completely new ar_as of regulation (e.g., hazardous waste)

or deal with =cmplex, novel and cross-cutting issues (e.g., the air end water

programs). For the most part, it is virtually impossible for the private market

or other sectors of g0vernment to respond in a timely way to the technical sup-

port needs of State and local programs, ?urthermore, the extent of the market

for _hls type of assistance is often small: whereas the engineering support

for POTWe can draw off the experle_ce of the established engineering profession,

which ha_ an extensive academic and professional infrastructure, engineering

support for PSD permitting in the air progra_ cannot easily piggyback on exist-

ing professional expertise. Not only is the mix of skills required new and

evolving, but the total n_a%ber of per_ittees is evidently not high enough to

support widespread professional development. In such areas EPA is virtually

_he only reasonable source of technical support.

Another general area of concern regarding EPA's technical assistance obli-

gations concerns the working relationships it hopes to establish or maintain.

Although the delegation of certain programs carries with it certain obvious

benefits for States (federal mnney, local control), for the most part these

_ delegations are discretionary, and may revert back to SPA in the event of sub-

standard program performance. To an extent, then, Stat_ and local governments

are operating as adjunct staff to the federal government, and the use of sanc-

tions (financial, administrative, even legal) becomes intrinsically undesirable.

1.2 HISTORY OF THE _SOJECT

The Program Evaluation Division (PRO) originally s_t out five program areas

for examination. They were air, publicly-owned treatment works (POTWs) opera-

tions, drinking water, solid waste, and noise. PED originally developed and

experiment_ with, under sepamate contract, a large scale telephone survey that

would determine technical assistance needs across these five program areas. The

results of this survey were to be used by USR&E in Stats and local field visits

to explore needs in greater depth.

It quickly became eviden_ that the initial telephone survey project was too

ambltloue to be performed within the project schedule. It was decided to reverse

ii the order, substituting field visits for the telephone survey to serve the gen-eral needs of an assessment function. The field visiss were also used to examine

i " successful models of _echnical assistance outside of EPA. While the results that

_ could evolve from a limited number of cases could not approach the statistical

(_ level of significance tbab a larger survey could, other benefits existed: in

_! • particular, USR&E field staff could dig deeper into the many potential needs of

ii State and local prograaln, especially after prior consultation with SPA'S program

offices to determine the most likely issues of interest.



Following the initial round of field visits, which were performed in the
suz_er of 1979, detailed write-ups and summary memoranda were prepared. These
covered all the technical assistance topics that surfaced in the field inter-

views, ar_ were circulated both within PEO and to the program offices. HSR&E
and PED prepared recommendations for further analysis, and the program offices
were invited to choose among these to reflect their own priorities. Once the
program offices had indicated the direction in which they wanted further re-

search to go, HSR&E undertook the following:

l) Developed survey instruments to test possible new TA initiatives.
Reflecting the program priorities of the EPA offices, USR&E com-
pared the results of the field work (showing State and local
TA needs and preferences) with major program objectives for the
next several years. Survey instruments and a sampling plan were
prepared foe each of the five areas of concern, and interviews
were scheduled with appropriate parties to refine and analy=e
possible improvements to SPA technical assistance efforts. Two
considerations guided the preparation of these survey instruments
(OVa#: 158-S-79009):

• They emphasized TA delivery outside of EPA.
Given the likelihood of increasing budget constraints
on EPA's technical assistance resources, we wanted to

maximize the participation of the private sector, other
forms of government, and semi-public institutions (non-
profit, professional associations, etc.).

F

ii • They maximized op_ortunitles to make cross-pro@ram
evaluations.

_ Every effort was made to make use of the then-existing
underet_undlng of the lessons each program could offer
to others, and to prepare _he ground for more systematic
cc_parision of TA themes across programs after the inter-J

_: views were complete.27

I_ 2) Conducted in-depth interviews with appropriate parties.

i< For each of the five program areas, between 50 and i00
,' separate telephone interviews were conducted with relevant

_i TA recipients, providers, or outside observers. These
included EPA regional personnel, State and local officials,
coneul_ants, non-profit groups, and others as necessary.
Results were tabulated and compared where necessary, but
some of the information solicited was analyzed qualitatively

only.

1.3 SUMMARY AND SCOPE OF PROJECT REPORTS

Given the diverse and changing technical assistance activities An each of
the EPA program areas, _he study team spent a considerable amount of time meet-
ing with individual program staff to determine which technical assistance pro-

grams would be the most profitable to explore. As lasted above, the primary
criteria le selecting technical assistance activities to study were the



followingl there were opportunities for technical assistance delivery outside

of EPA; and there was a potential to use the TR model in other EPA programs.

In general, these criteria were applied. In the Air Program, EPA program

staff felt that a Reeds survey _or the short courses offered at EPA's Air

Pollution Training Institute was the most appropriate contribution of our

technical assistance study. Listed below are the reports that have been pro-

duced in the project:

Volume E: Air Pro. ram Trainin_ Needs

This report presents the results of a survey designed to assess States'

needs for the short courses produced by EPA's Air Poll_tion Training Institute.

Over the past ten years these courses have been the main source of training for

State and local air pollution regulatory personnel. Recently, however, _he

budget for these courses has been reduced and both the nu_er and variety of

course offerings have been declining. The office of Management and Eudget h_s

determined that these courses are not important: Sta_es could and should be

getting this training from universities or consultants. Stat_s claim the

co_rses are crucial to the quality of their programs. They cannot afford to

hire or retain well educated, experienced staff, and these courses are the only

practical way ro train new personnel.

Heretofore these arguments have rested on anecdotal evidence. The training

needs of State air pollution control agencies have never been documented. We

decided therefore to survey administrators of State air pollution control agen-

cies and the heads of the monitoring, enforcement/permitting and State Implemen-

i ration Planning (SIP) sections to characterize the:

,r_ I Education and experience of entry level staff;

:i_ • Staff turnover rates aed reasons for that turnover;

• Use, advantages and disadvantages of Air Pollution Training

i_ Institute courses; and

_: • USe, availability, advantages and disadvantages of alternative

_+ training mechanisms.

! Volume El: An Initial Assessment of the National Rural Water Association

This report presents a description and assessment of Rural Water Associa-

._, tione (RWAs), Each RWA is a non-profit storewide corporation funded by EPA

+" through the National Rural Water Association (NRWA), providing technical assist-

¥ once and training to rural water systems for compliance with the Safe Drinking

Water Act (PL 93-523). There are presently RWAs in 26 states. Technical

i_ assistance activities of the RWA include workshops, on-site troubleshooting,

_ • newsletters, printed materials, and peer match.

_! The National Rural Water Association technical assistance program was

:_ selesbed _or study primarily because it represents a major EPA attempt to
': ensure compliance by rural water supply systems with the Safe Drinking Water:[

Act (SWDA). The NRWA has been funded by EPA since 1977. Early discussions

il.



in the study with the staff in the Office of Drinking Water revealed signifiicant
concern about the ability of rural watec supply systems (particularly those
serving fewer than 2500 persons) to meet the requirements of the SDWA. Because

of the vast number of rural water systems -- over 50,000 systems serving popu-
lations less than 2500 -- rural water system compliance is indeed a significant
issue for the Office of Drinking Water. This report is the _irst analysis o-_
the NRWA/RWA network and their activities in providing technical asslstance to
rural water systems.

Valume IiI: Alternative Models for Providing O&M Technical
Assistance to Publicly Owned Treatment Works

This report presents alternative models for providing operation and maln-
tenanco (O&M) technical assistance to publicly owned treatment works (_O_s).
Several studies funded by EPA and the GAO have pointed to inadequate operation
and malntenance of existing PO_S as a major reason fo_ noncompliance with
_PDES pemsit provisions. While there has been a decline in direct EPA cesources
to provide technical assistance to PO_s for O&M problems, EPA provides several

initiatives to ensure O&M compliance, including annual program grants to the
State water pollution control agencies that fund compliance inspections and
technical assistance activities; enforcement_ O&M requirements tied to _he
Construction G_ants program, namely the _lan of Operations, the O&M Manual,
and start-up grantsz and training gran_s to states and private schools. Des-

pite these effocts, O&M problems persist.

Thi_ report examines alternative models for providing O&M technical assist-
ante to POTWS. Technical assistance, particularly on-site technical assistance,
has been £dentifled by _PA as a critical ingredient in dealing with O&M problems.

,, Three tanhnical assistance provlder models are examined: the p_ivams sector;

the State; and a POTW operator's association.

Volume _v: An Assessment of the Use of the Technlcal

Assistance Pan_is proqram in Local
Hazardous Waste Management

This report examines the potential application of the _PA Technical
Assistan¢_ Panels Program to local hazardous waste management issues. The
Panels Pz_ram, begun in 1978 and admlnistred primarily out of the EPA regional
offican, provld_s a_sistanc_ in ona of three foetus: E_A staff; consultan_ ser-
vicas_ and pe_r match fro_ a _mmunity. _or a number of reasons, the Panels
_rogr_m has primarily focused on ¢onv_ntlonal solid waste issues, particularly

_eao_tQ _a_ov_ry and _onsarva_lon _atters. To some e_ent, this has bee_ a
d_libarat_ s_ra_egy on the par_ _f EPA because of its desirQ to encourage
large-anale, high technology rmsource recovery facilities. _uz_hermora,
responsibllity in hazardous waste management, particularly at the local _evel,
h_ b_a_ in a dav_lopmln_al s_a_e. Rmgula_ory rasponsibili_y and Sta_e roles
are just now _elng p_omul_ated. The hazardous waste program is simply not

fully in place. _n short, opportunities for Pan_is Program assistance in
hazardous waate manag_men_ have no_ y_t been well-defined.

As the Agency's hazardous waste program begins to be institutionalized,

_pportuniti_s for _an_is _rogram assistance will become more apparent. This



report examines one specificpotential Panels Program opportunity in ha=ardous

waste management, namely the use of the program to develop a local hazardous

waste screening procedure and local hazardous waste contingency plans.

An additional issue examined in an exploratory fashion in this project

is the hazardous waste training needs of State solid waste agencies. Because

of the expected large role most states will have in hazardous waste management,

this topic appeared Uo be a useful topic to explore.

Volume V: An Initial Assessment of the ECHO

Noise Technical Assistance Program

This report presents a description and an initial assessment oE the ECHO

(Each Community Helping Others) noise technical assistance program. ECHO,

begun in January, 1978, is based on a peer match concept. Zt is funded by

the Office of Noise Abatement and Control (ONAC), managed by EPA Regional

Noise Officers, and coordinated by a public interest group, the National

League of Cities.

The ECHO program was selected for study in the Noise Program for a number

Of reasons. First of all, I_ is one of the first formal technical assistance

activltles directed at local co_unitles by ONAC. The Quiet Co_%munities 9re-

gram (QCP), an intensive de_nstracion of noise assessment and noise program

implementation, was begun in 1977 but it is largely limited to a few demonstra-

tion communities. Both ECHO and QCP represent formal recognition on the part

of EPA _hac noise aba_ement will primarily occur because of local efforts --

not just Federal and State regulations. Prior to ECHO and QCp, EPA's noise
i abatement approach was based on product regulation activities authorized by

[. _he 1972 Noise Control Act (PL 92-574). Since the passage of this Act, EPA
has been in the process o_ setting noise emission standards on a number of

_ajoE new products, such as motorcycles, construction equipment, add electrical

': equipment. EPA recognized, however, that Federal standard-settlng activity

;_ will not abate noise without supplementary State and community noise control

[ programs. ECHO is one of the EPA programs to stimulate the developmen_ of

il local noise programs.

!_ Many of the grants allocabed under the Quiet Communities Act have been

awarded to States to develop HCHO-llke programs ab the State level. Thus,

a second reason for studying ECHO was to le_n lessons from _he program before

its concept was formally wholesaled to all of the States.

Finally, a oentral bhmme _hroughout our overall study of EPA's technical

assistance efforts has been an examination of programs that emphasize techni-

cal assistance delivery outside of SPA. ECHO, while managed by EPA, depends
w

on very little EPA funding support. One of the basic premises of the ECHO

peer match concept is _he development of a network of local noise experts.

One of the goals of ECHO is to develop a continuously expanding network of

• technical assistance providers. This concept is in the mainstream of EPA's

current thinking on alternative technical assistance providers.



1.4 SCOPE OF TH_S REPORT

In the course of developing the reports listed above, the study team has

examined a number of alternative technical assistance models. While many of

these models have been developed _or program specific needs, such as assisting

small driving water syst_s to comply with the Safe Drinking Water Act, it

is our belief than some of these models have poten=ial cross program application.

This repo_ discusses some of _he models that appear to be particularly well-

suitmd in providing technical assistance in several EPA program areas. In addi-

tion to dmscribing these _nodels, we discuss considerations that should serve as

initial guidance to a program area before implementing any Qf the models.
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SECTION 2

ALTERNATIVE PUBLIC SECTOR MODELS

2 •1 INTRODUCTION

Technical assistance strategies abound in EPA. Across the five program

areas, there has not been a lack of approaches and mechanisms for meeting

technical assistance needs. The temptation is to criticize the agency for

being unable to develop consistent and stable programs. In fact, the diver-

sity of technical assistance approaches, and even their transformation over

time, is not necessarily a problem. Two basic findings are clear from our
resa_rchz

• _here are significant differences in technical assistance

needs within programs and across programs;

• soma potant/al assistance needs remain constant, while

ochers change ovsr time.

The diversity of tQchnioal assistance appraaohes reflects the difference

in needs. Technical assistance needs in EPA programs can be classified in a

i nua_er of ways. Some of the useful classifications include:
<

,._ • TYPe of Recipient--State vs. Local

e.g. S_ate Drinking Water Agency vs. local water supply

._ system operator
iI

_ • _sponsiveness ReSulted--Quick vs. When Available!.

:_ e.g. Hazardous waste spill vs° hazardous waste
_ contingency plan

i_I • Fr._,.ncy--Ad HOC vs, Recurring
-i

_ e.g. Air episode emmrgQncy response vs. training of

_ air program source inspectors

!_i • Complsxity--.aslo vs. Sophisticated

_ e.g. Ai_ program per_/t prOcedUres Vs. PSD modeling

/;i

_, • Demaz_d--la) Emerging vs. Declining;

_I (b) Small vs. Large
>>

_I e.g. (a) Management of inactive hazardous waste sites/
vs. d_inking water chlorination technology

_; transfer

_! (b) Air program snforooment procedure vs. waste-

waster ¢rea_nent plant sludge handling

i ?

:i
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This classification of technical assistance needs explains, in part, the

number of EPA technical assistance strategies. _t also demonstrates the

difficulty in fashioning long-term technical assistance strategies in the

agency. There are obviously a number of needs and combinations--the sheer

number complicates the development of effective technical assistance strategies.

Equally constraining EPA in developing responsive strategies is the change

over time in needs. There is a constant demand each year in the agency to

spend more resources on technical assistance. There is rarely a request by

recipien_s to reduce technical asslstance. Thus, the agency constantly

confronts the problem of programs that become institutionalized and difficult

to cut. R_duotions in technical assistance programs may also, of course, be

complicated by the political power of a program's constituency that has been

created over the years My the program. In short, the agency has to he con-

s_a_tly on guard on the institutionallzation problem since there are demands

foe technical assistance in new emerging areas every year.

in response to diverse and changlng needs, EPA'S technical assistance

efforts have run the gamut from on-site emergency response teamm to deal

with anvlronmen_al emergencies to manuals _hat instruct an operator how to

digest sludge. In between _he•e ad hoe and progran_ed extremes are delivery

Eechanlsm• such as ho_llnes, workshops, amd training courses. The agency

has often provided the a•sis_dhnce itself, as in the case of the Air Program

T_ainimg Inetltu_a at Pasearch Triangle Park, North Carolina. This is partic-

ularly the case when needs ace at the State level. More often, however, EPA

is on the lookout foe approaches to assist the States and localities t_mt do

not require elgnificant EPA staff resources. The concept of using alternative

providers to supply technical assistance to its primary constituencies--states

' and local govezT_ents--is a wise one since it allows the agency flexibility

i in alterimq technical assistance programs. In a_ attempt to further this

; agency objective, a number of alternative provider approaches ace presented

._, in _hls section. ThQ models all have one thing in common--they rely on a

_' provider outside of the agency. Beyond this similarity, however, the models

_: have some i_portant dlfferencee, particularly in the types of needs _hey can

iri! effectively address.

i Based on our eMam_ation of different technical assistance mechanisms in

; _ the aqency, we have •elec_d several promising approaches that EPA program

_ offices could consider for providing technical assistance. The following

approaches are discussadz

• Demand- Pa sponse Model

- • Circuit Rider

i • Peer Hatch

_., • standingPeer_roup

:_; FOr oath of the approaches the basic concept is brlefly outllned_ examples

:_: a:e p_vid_d; issues associated with the approac_ are discussed_ and the appli-

em_ima of the a_proach to technical assistance needs in various _rog_em areas

is presented.



2.2 DE_IA_D- RESPONSE MODEL

Concept

The demand-response model is an approach for dealing with ad hoc technical

assistance requests. In this model, the provider essentially has the capability

to provide routine, non-emergency type of technical assisnance. It is based

on the principle that there should be a readily available mechanism for respond-

ing to small pzohlems before they become major emergency problems. Responses

can include both on-site types or off-site (telephone or written communications)

ones. 0bviously, on-alto responses are more expensive and resource-intensive

than a telephone response mechanism.

Example: The Oregon O&M Technical Assistance Program

The example _hat we would like to highlight involves the Oregon O&M

(operation and maintenance) hotline for municipal wastewater treatment plants.

Technical assistance ks a key element of the Oregon Water Quality Division

0&M program. Technical assistance in the oregon program may be triggered by

any of the following:

• Opera,or phone calls to Headquarters or regional

offices;

• FolloW-up to Strut• O&M inspections by regional offices;

• Follow-up to S_ate reviews of monthly treatment plant

monitoring reports.

(r

i According to Oregon's O&M specialist, almost 50 percent of all techni-

_ col assistance efforts are triggered by o_erator requests. This reflects the

_ _remendoue rapport between the State and the operators. Two O&M specialists

i_ in Po_land deal with these requests. Response by headquarters may take

_-! naver_Ll forms :

7_
>:_ • Answers are provided over the phone by He.-dquarters;

• Heart•re will schedule a visit to the plant;

_,_, • Reedquaz_ere will act as a clearinghouse and parcel out

reeponsihility for providing technical assistance to one

of the following:

--regional DaM staff

--pient's private consultant

i The direct staff of the Water Quality Division assigned to O&M tasks

• consists of 8 people in hsadqua_ers and approximately lg people in regional

offices who oontrlbute 21 person years of effo_ tnweEdB inspection, reviews,

teohnio_l aseis_anne end monitoring. Oregon has 312 waste treatment plants:

247 POTHe and 65 privately owned plants. With 21 person years of effort,

Oregon has a Eaten of i:15, O&M perso_el to treatment plants. When only

POTHe are considered, the ratio drops to i:ii.

i0



In fiscal year 1978, the Oregon Water Quality Division had an annual

budget of $2,655,000 to cover 95 full-time equivalent positions. The State

person year equivalents in the 0&M division, Oregon spent $582,473 for a compre-

man year equivalents in _he O&M division, Oregon spent $582,473 for a ccmpre-

henslve technical assistance program that includes very frequent inspections,

reviews, tenhnical assistance and monitoring. Sines Oregon has 312 sewage

treatment plants, _he State spent $1,866.90 per plant in 1978. If it is

ase_d that _Dst of the assist_ce went to the 247 P0%_s the cost per plant

increases to $2,358.00.

According to EPA compliance figures, Oregon generally has a compliance

rate of 75-80 percent for its P0_Is based on standards for Biochem/cal OXygen

Demand (SOD) and Total Suspended Standards (TSS] . This is one of the best

compliance records in the country.

Tr.ans fnrabilit[ Issues

There are several aspects of the Oregon program that enable it to be

successful. These ingredients affect _he transferability of the Oregon

approach to other States.

• Enforcement V_. Technical Assistance

The Oregon Water Quality Division has deliberately opted for a strong

technical assistance approach as a means for achieving a high compliance rate

among i_ POTWs. This does not imply that enforcement is totally missing in

the progrco_ rather, technical assisrmnce is _he first line of defense, while

.ii enforcement is generally _sed as last reset. The success of the technical

_'l assistance app_ach is, in part, attributable to a strong enforcement stance

that is used when needed. In essence, enforcement _s a backstop is critical

_ to Oregon's responsive technical assistance approach..s

_+ • Technical _sistance De,and

i Oregon's program is able _o be responsive because its target audienc e is

_.] relatively lim/ted--only a_ut 247 PO_s. This relntlvely small number of

! POTWe allows the Water Quality Division to be both responsive and to prnvide

good coverage. On _he average, each PO_ over 1 MGD in Oregon receives 8

_ visit_ (prmgran_ned and requusted) from the Stst:e each year. Plants under 1 MGD

; receive about 5 visits per year from the State personnel.
J:

! • Multiple Response

The "seL'vice" concept is an impertsnt aspec_ of the Oregon model. The

fact that 50% of all technical assistanoQ efforts are triggered by operator

rsqunere ds_nstra_ee operator satisfaction with the Oregon program. Contri-

but/rig to this satisfaction is Ormgon_s ability _o offer multiple responses

to technical aeelstanos request. In particular, Oregon's ability to perform

on-site vlsite--a_ absolute requirement for many municipal was_ewster 0aM

_roblsme--strengthens thnlr service ability for POTW operators.

11
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• S tar ling

To be successfully implemented, the de,and-response mo_el must be _dequa_ely

•nd professionally staffed. Most of the Oregon 0&H staff have from 5 to 15

yeats of experience with the State. The model is currennly Implemented by

most States with an active O&M program. State O&M directors, however, in a

USR&E survey identified low funding levels end the ¢orceepondlng staffing

limicaclons as the major problem with their program. The directors agreed

than the low funds mean low salaries and heavy worm loads. Together these

t_o factors result in high turnover of State staff. Competent staff are

quickly tuned away from the State programs by higher paying employment opportuni-

ties in the privat_ sector. The long tenure of 0&M specialists in Oregon is

an exceptional sltuanion.

• Financing

Onn of the mo_t important ingredlents to the Oregon program, as alluded

Co above, is adequate funding. Oregon spends almost $2,400 per POT_ per year

to pEo_Ide a comprehensive ae-_equested 0&M technical assistance _del. For

thls a_oun_, che_e appears to be a corresponding high level of service and

complains impacts. Whether other States would be willing to spend this

awount of _ne_ per PO_ is a key issue. We were not able co obtaln accurate

State _udgec_ a_d cost breakdowns for ether State O&M progra_st but cost

I is consistently cited by State water pollution control personnel as a major
factor in providing a cesponslvc O&H program°

poC.nc_al_dsl _pllcatlon

i: • Types of Needs

!, Given the featunes and limltat/ons of the Oregon approach, the modeli:
appears Co be suitable for the following types of teehnic_l assistance needs:

,i

,!_ Required Response- A range--quick to when available

_equancy- Ad hoc

Complew_iny- Basic to moderately sophisticated

Dm_nd- Continuing, steady; relatively self-

defined target audience

• Target Audience

seen abo_, State demand-response should be limited to basic well-

dsfi_@d iseune for a Eelativ_ly nal'Tow target audience. Based on these needs

chnr_o_erln_ice, ch_ Oregon d_nd-response n_del could be Potentially applied

i_ thr_e pEO_T_ areas: PO_s, d_inking water, and solid waste. State Ee-

eponslbilltime foe regulating and assisting these programs has _en active for

a_ leas_ 20 _e_s in most States.
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The most appropriate POT_ recipients are small and medium-size PO_s

(those less than 1 MGD) . There are about 12,500 of these POTWs across the

country Or an average of 250 per S:a_e. This is a manageable target audience.

The rationale for not emphasizing larger PO_Ws is that _hey are able co

afford private sector supplied technical assistance.

Medlum-size drinking water systems (2,500-25,000 in population) are also

an appropriate target group for this model. Larger drinking water systems,

like PO_s are able to afford private sector assistance; or they have adequate

talent on staff. Smaller systems are excluded as a prime tsrgen because they

do not fit our small demand criteria--there are 51,000 community water supply

systems serving fewor than 2,500 people. The small water supply systems require

a different approach as suggested in Section 2.3 below.

In terms of local solid waste technical assistance needs, a State demand-

response approach should he lira/ted, as in the case of POTWs and drinking water

systems, _o relatively simple, narrow, well-defined issues. Thus, resource

recovery issues, for example, are generally not suited to this mechanism.

Similarly, the informal technical assistance envisioned under this model may

not be tstally appropriate for hazardous waste emergencies. Rather, traditional

oonventional solid waste technical assistance needs arising out of landfill design

and siting, landfill leashata problems, and landfill operations appear to be

best suited for a Sta_ demand-rssponse mechanism.

Cost Issues

_ This service is potes_ially very expensive for a Sta_e co provide, although

the Ors_n example suggests abet the cost per POTW is not excessive. The ad

hoc a_proach does suffer, however, fro_ potential overload responses since the

model is based on meet.lag ad hoc demand. Costs can, of course, he limited by

simply providing fewer staff and being less responsive by narrowing the _arget

audience. There is also soma flexibility in koeping costs down by varying the

:_ type of _sponses. For Qx_mple, the State is in a position to regulate how

much on-site response is provided. It may be possible to solve the problem

over the phone or by =slewing the cow,mutiny to a specific source of informa-

tion, such as manual oE another searby community.

This approach does not lend itself ms a fee-for-service approach because

of tha ad hoc n_.tume of the requests.

ImplsmsnCation Fs_ibi!ity

Beyond _he cost issue, which is not trivial for State government, there

is also the issue of adequate staffing to roe abis model. The Oregon model

works because it provides quality technical assistance. Unlike other States,

i_ hasn't been hard by staff turnover problems. This is sot the appro-

priate place to dlscuss ways to deal with States staff turnover. It should he

pointed o_t, however, that staffing may he the kay constraint in this model.

il
'_ The Implementation issue with _hls model is _he issue of targeting.

:_ While the model requires a relatively narrow _argst audience _o be feasible
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from a cost point of view, this may have political ramifications. How can the

State limit demand from non-targeted co_nunlties? Legally, o_ course, it

can't. The State and EPA have to encourage or develop alternative suppliers

for _he small and large co,unities that are excluded from this strategy..

2.3 CIRCUIT RIDER

Concept

The circuit rider is a technique that delivers programmed technical

assistance to rec_plents. In a pure circuit rider model, the provider visits

POTWs, drinking water systems, or whatever on a periodic basis to answer

questions, provide troubleshooting assistance, or provide training. Usually,

a provider will deal with only a particular set of recipients.

There are variations of the circuit rider model. One variation is to

supply both programmed and ad h_c assistance. This variation is useful when

provider resources are limited and the desired number of programmed visits

is not possible. It is also useful for recipients with moderate Or limited

technical assistance needs.

Example: The Illinois O&M Circuit Rider Program

Per the past four years the Illinois Department of Environmental Protection

(DEP) has used EPA Section i06 funds to hire three former POTW operators to

provids technical assistance. The operators are hired on year-to-year contracts

with salaries equivalent to the top two operator classes in Illinois. Hiring

freezes in the DEP dictated the annual contract arrangements, but the Illinois

coordinator of the O&M program _s worming on gettlng the operauors onto

the state payroll.

_4 The circuit riders are assigned to the seven water pollution control_4
, regional offices. Two operators each cover two regions while the third operator

is responsible for the POTWs in three water pollution control regions. Because

of their limited numbers, the circuit riders do not conduct routine technical
c.!

_! assistance visits to all POTWs. The addition of two or more positions in thenear future may allow the implementation of more routine visits. However, the

. Illinois model is currently limited to only a few routine visits and ad hoc
_.i technical assistance.

i Th8 present staff of thre_ circuit riders Is involved in "several

,_: ,hundrsd technical assistance r_quea_s" per year, according to the illinois

_,_! coordlnator. Many of these requests a_m routinely handled over the phone, by

:11 refer=ale to other people, or by sending out information to the operator. Home

• of the on-site requests may involve a _-day visit or a two-week level of effort.

They have handled _Lny technical assistance requests in which the circuit rider

has livsd in hie RV ne_ to the plant for 2 or 3 weeks, in oth_r cases, a

circui_ rider may require multiple visits to solve problems.

There are problmme of overload in some regions during some periods. In

some e_ses t _hm circuit riders can rely on th_ regular state wa_sr pollution

control staff in the regional offices to help out. There axe also occasions

when circuit riders hav_ slow periods. In these cases, they ar_ assigned 0&M-

14



related work, like reviewing O&H manuals _or treatment plants. There are many

instances in which a circuit rider from one region will be borrowed to hel_ ou:

in another region. This is particularly true when a technical asslstance

request involves an area of expertise that is the baliwlck of a_other circuit

rider.

The sharing of expertise across the circuit riders is built into the

program. While they hire ex-operators, they do not expect each operator

to be proficlent in every area of operation across all of the _eatment

processes. Instead, they use a team concept. They try to hire people with

bored skills and with special shills that complement those of the circuit

riders a_d meet the recurring needs of the communities. For example, some of

the circuit riders have special skills in laboratory analysis, activated

sludge treatment, ors mall plants, such as lagoons.

Transferability Issues

Two of the issues discussed above _n the demand-response model -- en-

forcement versus technical assistance and staffing -- are relevant here as

well. Thm same discussion applies. There are other issues, however, associated

with the circu±t rider concept that should be _onsidered.

• Preventative Approach

The circuit rider model is based on the principle that problems should

he dealt with before they become major needs. The preventative aspect of

this model is its _mst attractive feature.

_! • Programmed Assistance

iil By being programmed, the pure circuit rider m_del allows the provider,

)_! the Stats, the opportunity to schedule at least a portion of its technical

assistance activities. This enables the State to use its technical assistance
resources fairly efficiently.

i_ • _lexihle Targeting Possibilities

This model is flexible is te_ms of target recipients -- it can be

set up geographlcally, by size of community, by type of problem. The model

I! iS flexible in terms of the number of communities that can be served by a
_ State. For example, one clrsult r_der man serve 25 communities; 2 can serve

_ 50. The sumbmr of recipients is dmpendemt on _he amount of staff with which,i
the provider man supply effective service; the size of the circuits ; and

the nu_%ber of routine circuits programmed into each circuit.

• Type of Assistance

One of the hey attractive features of the circuit rider model is the

actual delivery of the assistance -- the madel provides on-site service. This

is particularly crucial in the operation of many facilities, such as poT, s

and drinking water systems, where _elsphone res_nse or manuals may simply

be Inadmquate.
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Potential Model Application

• Types of Needs

In general, the pure circuit rider model is applicable in two cypes of
situations: where municipal needs are recurring or where recipients require
periodic on-site training.

• Target Audience

Of the five program areas covered in this report, we view small POT,s
(those less than I/MGD) and small drinking water systems (those serving less

than 2500 people) as the most appropriate areas for this type of assistance.
Both of t_ese areas require basic assistance because of staff training and
because of staff turnover. The Farmer's Home Administration (FmHA), in
conjunction with the National Rural Water Association, is in the process of
developing a circuit rider technical assistance program for small drinking
water systems in 26 Rural Water Association states.

Cost Issues

The cost of this model, as alluded to above, is flexible -- it depends
on how many recipients are desired. Because the assistance is programmed with
some degree of guaranteed level of service, the model lends itself to a fee-
for-service approach. AS' part of our research with communities receiving

technical assistance from States, we explored willingness-to-pay.
(See Volume III: Alternative Models for Providln_ O&M Technical Assistance

to Publicly Owned Treatment Works.) We found, for example, that 62% of our
._ sample of pOTWs across the country would be willing to pay up to 5% of their

O&M budget to the State for periodic circuit rider technical assistance services.

i Implementation_easibil±ty

_i Being able to attract and retain qualified staff to provide assistance is

_! also a kay issue in implementing this model. The targeting problem is poten-
:_ tially not as serious a political issue here since the "favored" recipient
_i may he charged for the service that they receive. In general, small communl-
i_ ties are considered less able to pay for technical assistance. Thus, there

is less likely to be reses_ment from other communities.

A more problematic implementatinn issue is the actual fee-for-service
concept that may be tied tm the circuit rider model. While we found communl-
ties willinq to pay for quality clrcu£t rider assistance, we also found States

somewhat reluctant to charge for services that the7 feel they are obligated to

provide. There is less of a problmmwith a public agent] charging private
clients, hut there is very litmle precedent for a public agency charging another
public agmncy a fee for service. ?or the fse-fo_-service aspect of the cir-
cuit Eider soncspt to be implemented, then, EPA will probably have to initiate

a d@monstta_ion program to legitimize the concept.
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2.4 PEER MATCH

Concept

The peer match concspt is very simple. When one co_umity or State has
a specific problem, more often than not, that problem has been faced by another
community or State. What is required is a mechanism to match the technical
assistance needs of one cammunity/state with the expertise o_ another. While
the pest match concept can be considered basically .'goc_ neighbor" assistance,
formal peer match generally rests on _he following core principles:

• A matching mecha_iszn, iN the form of a clearinghouse, to ensure
an appropriate match between needs and available e_pertise;

• An active attempt to expand the network of capable providers b7
having recipients eventually become providers.

Exam_l_r The ECHO Noise Technical Assistance Program

The Each Comunit7 Helping Others (ECffO)program was started by RPA*s
Office o_ Noise Abatement and Control (ONAC) in January 1978. Assistanc_ in
_he EChO program is provided through a group of Co_munity Noise Advisers (CNAs)
to co.unities in need of noise-related technical assistance. Accordin_ _o
RPA, 55 communities have received assistance o_ were in the pamcess of receiving
assistance through the ECHO program as of the Pall o_ 1979.

In addition to the basic pee_ match principles listed above0 ECHO also
_i incorporated the following:

• Subsidy of travel and out_of-_ocke_ costs incurred by recipients and
providers (volunteerism, however, is the _oundation of the ECHO program),

• An informal _uid _ro quo co_itment from recipient communities
Concerning the implementation of a noise program_

i_l_ • A moderate reporting program for providers

j

_lr_ FOr each peer ma_ch, a standard contract is signed between a private
_! contractors (as of December, the National League Of Cities) and the provider (and

_ the r_cipient s0_unity if _hey are expected to incur reimbursable expenses).

_i The only requirement in _hene agreements is a reporting one Relmbursahle costs
includ_I telephone calls, travel, and lodging and meals.

i!i Th8 other key actor in ECHO program management is the Regional Noise Office_
The R_Os have several ECHO responsibilities:

• Publicize the ECHO program through EPA printed materials and at regional

!!i noise workshops,
i

_l; e Recruit Community Noise Advisers (CNAs} _rcm co_%_unities in their region
! that ca_ provide _oise expertise a_d that are willing to serve as
! _echnical assistance providers;

_i • Serve as the principal matching mechanism
!!
?!



The CNAs provide technical assistance _o recipient commIlnities _hrough three

techniques -- on-site visits, phone discussions,and printed materials. Generally,

each peer match involves all three techniques. On-site visits often are two-way

in nature. Generally, however, the CNA visits the recipient community more Often

than the reverse. The amount of on-site time spent with the recipient community

averages mbout 4_ days per peer match. Printed materials include EPA materials

that the recipient cor_munlty had not previously received as well as local

ordinances and studies from the CNA's community.

CNAs provide a variety of technical assistance as seen in Exhibit i. The

list reflects the broad skills that a CNA must have. In addition it reveals the

diverse types of technical assistance needs of the e:ciscing recipient communities.

Transfera_ili_ Issue s

In addition to its application in the noise program, the peer match concept

is also used in EPA'S Solid Waste Program under the agency's Technical Assistance

Panels prograun_ Peer match in both programs enjoys broad support by providers

and reclplsnts alike. In considering extension of the concept to other program

areas, the following issues are relevant:

• Volunteer Principle

Peer match is a formal good neighbor policy. It involves "locals helping

locals" and _his aspect appears to be one of the reasons for its popularity.

The volunteer principle obviously makes _h, program a relatively low-cost effort.

But there are two important implications of the volunteer aspactl i) Expecta-

tions for the quality of assistance should not be excessive; 2} Providers can

not be overburdened with too many matches or too great a reporting burden.

• Management

While peer watch runs by itself at the technical assistance provision

_! level, it requires a mechanism for making the matches; for recruiting additional

_ providers; for monltor_ng the program; and for providing limited travel cost

_ reimbursement. These responsibilities are not trivial. Our research in both

_i! the anlid waste and the noise program revealed _hat peer match management was

crucial to recipient satisfaction. Sloppy and insensitive management in some

cases was reflected _n the quality of the matching process.

• Reporting

While reporting burden has to he minimized, a moderate reporting mechanism

is crucial to tracking the results of the matches. The accountability versus

volunteer nature of peer match makes this difficult. But a reporting mechanism

is l_portant if successful matches are galnq to be based on adequate information

about potential providers.

• Provider NetWork

The long*term success of a peer match program is its ability to continue

to attract_ualified and willlnq providers and _he retain existing providers.
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EXHIBIT 1

TY_ES OF TECHNICAL ASS_ST.%NCE TYPICALLy ._ROV!D_D

BY PROVIDERS IN ECHO PEER MATCHES*

i

Tenhnlcal, As$1s_ance _ of _imes mentioned

• Training in use of nois_ measuring 7
e_uipmenn

• Assistance in _af_ing noise control 6
legislation

• Eduoscion of 9ublis officials 5

• A_is_ance An desiq_ing and doing a 5
noise |ur'_y

• Training in con_rsl _sohniques for 5
specific noise proMlems

• _esign of a public education ._rogmam 5

• Guldance in davQlo_In_ an overall 4
_: noise pEsqram

• Design of a noise s_i_udinal suzvey 3

'_"_ • Guidance in i_p.Ismen_ing noisn 9ro_ams 3

-r;
• Based on USR&E interviews wish i0 Provlder_.

i'i



Not only is a reporting mechanism crucial to finding out a_out potentially new

providers, but other devices must also he used ta attract and re_ain providers.

It may be necessary to seek informal agreements with recipients to ensure their

eventual participation as providers. In addition, providers need to have ade-

quate support and recognition for _heir activities.

Potential Model Application

• Types of Needs

The peer match is appropriate when the issues are reasonably well-defined

and of basic to moderate complexity. The most important requirement is that

_he issues do not require quick response. For example, a cc_/_unity may know

it needs a transfer station, but not know what to look for in selecting a

specific t_e and in designing the site. A peer match mcdel may be inappro-

priate if technical assistance demand is large. Unless the peer match net-

work is sufficiently developed and the matching mechanism is fairly efficient,

there will be demand/supply in balance. The model begins to crumble from

overload problems. Potential recipients may give up on the concept and

providers may drop out of the network because of overload.

• Target Audience

The peer match model has widespread potential. The model is applicable

to both State and local technical assistance needs in air, noise, solid,

POTWs, and drinking water. It can be run on a national, regional or

State basis for either local or State peer matches.

f
_ COSTS

:_ There are two direct costs associated with peer match: travel and

_'_: incidental =oats associated with the actual peer matchl management costs

_ involved in arranging the match, recruiting providers, monitoring the
i_ program, and pablicizing the availability of the program, The direct

_i peer match costs -- _zavel and incidental expenses -- will vary by the size

: of th. area being used for technical assistance. A State peer match pro-

Pel gram is obviously considerably cheaper than a regional or national one.
Our research indicated, for example, chat the peer matches in the Noise

!_ Program involving 2-3 on-alto interactions between recipient and provider

,i: and considerable telephone conversation over the course of a 6-12 month

ii match was about equal in costs to the Oregon circuit rider program. In

!_ the latter program, costa for 4-6 visits per year providing more complex

technical assistance were about $2,400 per POT_.

_ii Implsme,tstlon Feasibility

!!i The principal implementation issue in this model is provider release time

i:i from their normal activities. As we have seen, the peer match is fueled by

,_ volunte.r time. For providers to supply technical assistance, they must be
_J
_, able to obtain relase time from their local or State responsibilities. In

,_ our research of the noise a_d solid waste peer matches, we did not find this

_: to be a major problem as long as the peer matches did not generally require

U0
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more than 2 days per month. This means that the mechanism that is used to

manage a peer match program must be particularly sensitive to _he burden of

each match as well as the number of matches per provider.

2.5 STANDING PEER GROUP

Concept

The relationship between the peer match model and the standing peer

group is similar to the demand-response and circuit rider models. The key

issue is ad hoc versus progra_ed interaction. The standing peer group con-

cept extends _he basic ad hoc nature of peer matches and establishes peer

interaction on a routine and programmed basis. The format for this inter-

action generally is in some type of forTnal meeting, workshop, conference, Or

seminar. Zt may include paid staff support or expertise in addition to the

peers.

Example: The National Rural Water Association

The National Rural Water Association (NRWA) has been funded by the

Environmental Protection Agency since 1977 and represents a major atnmept by EPA

to ensure compliance by rural water systems with the Safe Drinking Water Act

(SOWA). There are approximately 51,000 public water supply systems in the United

States that serve fewer than 2,500 persons per system. Because of the great

number of rural water systems, it £s not possible for most State drinking water

agencies -- even with the annual EPA program grant -- to adequately meet the

: technical assisnance needs of the rural systems. EPA funding for the NBWA
program -=oF FY 1980 is approximately $1.4 million.

i
- Based in Duncan, Oklahoma, the National Rural Water Association contracts

with State Rural Water Associanions in 26 States to provide technical assistance

to rural water systems. • The NRWA has grown from 8 to 26 RWAs in just .=our years.

The EPA funds are channelled through the NRWA to each of the RWAs on an annual

: ! basis. The RWAs are required to justify their funding each year by an Annual

i! Program Plan which spells out planned technical assistance activities.
il

A unique feature of the EPA funding arrangement with the NRWA centers

_ around the notion of self-sufficiency. EPA funds decline from $52,B00 for a

:y first-year RWA to $48,000 for a third-year RWA. This amount remains stabilized

'; tberea-=ter, RWAs are required by the NRWA to be developing additional local

_[ and state funding sources in preparation for the day when EPA withdraws its

_:' funding support. All of the RWAs presently supplement their EPA funds with

• mem/3ership dues and, in some cases, with State and other Federal agency _unds.

Most o_ the third-year RWAs are actively pursuing 5_.ate and other funding sources.

i:
: Except in a fe_; cases, RWAs rely exclusively on one professional staff

_._ person -- a Program Manager -- to provide technical assistance. The Program

Manager uses a variety of technlquos to provide technical assistance. These

"_i includs_ workshops, on-site visits, peer match, and printed materials. Be-

cause of _hls mix of techniques, RWAs are able to provide both programmed and

i! responsive technical asslstancs. RWA workshops, generally held monthly in

different locations, are the kay programmed technical assistance activities.

.I
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The tTpe of _echnical assistance requests tha_ _re rece_yed by the program

managsr run _he gamut o_ small wgter system needs_ The7 _nclude purely _echnical
issues, such as equipment repair, _o managemen_ i_s_es, such as _undi_g sources
for system chan_es or cus_omerb_ll_ng. T_e ab_1_y o_ _he p_ogrammanagers _o
directly deal w_th _he technlcal _ssues de_ends _n _e_r _ra_ning_ In scm_

RWAs the _echnical e_per_ise of _he pragr_ manager is limited _n s_me specific
areas and some _chnical assis_anc_ requests are re_rred _o _he S_a_e or _o
a _ocal p_iva_ f_.

T_ansfera_ili_ Issues

• Ex_en_ and Ty_e of Interaction

The Rural_a_er Association model represents a h_ghly s_r_c_ured and

managed form of _he s_anding peer group. The RW& model goes b_yond _he
c_re _og_ed mee_in_ _o include o_he_ _orms of Technical Assxs_ance, such

as on°sit_ visits _o m_/_he_ systems. Program ma_a_emen_ is done on a _ull-

_im_ basis and does no_ merely include par_-_i_e program suppor_

Ther_ are o_her, less eleqan_ v_rsi_ns of _he s_andlng peer group _ha_

also may be a_propria_e model_ _or o_her progr_s_

The Sou_h Carolina Wa_er and _ollu_ion Con_ro_ Association (W_CA) is an

organization of drinking wa_er and was_ewa_er _r_a_men_ plan_ _perators along
• wi_h engineers, consultants and S_a_e o_ficlals involved wi_h wa_e_ _rea_men_.

i Through _he use o_ dues and c_rse _ees, _he _CA provides _n_oing sho_
_o_rs_s, workshops, an_ correspondence c_urses _Q i_s 2,200 _espo_de_s. In
addition, dis_ic_ cha_ters have b_n organized and monthly dinner mee_in_

are held wi_h speakers from S_a_e agencies, _iva_ enuineering, fi_ms, and
equipmen_ manufacturers. _nlike _h_ NRWA approach, _he _.CA is a pure self_
financed s_andln_ peer _oup° _ d_es no_ as 7_, however, pr_vid_ on-si_e
or ad hoc _echn_al assistance -- i_ offers primaril 7 p_gra_m_d assistance.

_. • S_aff Support
L
_i T_ _ey elemen_ o_ _h_ RWA model is _he program manager. In _he RWA

mod_l, _h_ _rogr_m manager _oor_ina_s m_n_hly workshops and directly _ro-

vld_s _achni_al alsls_an_e _o communities° This _ype of ex_en_ive program
su_por_ is no_ _Qquired in all of _he s_and_ng _e_r group model applications.
The Re_ion IV S_a_e air dlrec_rs, for example, ro_a_ administrative respon-
sibilities, such aB mo_in_ no,ices _d _it_-ups, bu_ do no_ hav_ any ongoing
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The standing peer group requires only administrative support if she

interaction falls into the following categories: l) Technical assistance

is provided by outside experts during the inneraotion; 2) Technical assistance

is based on the ability of the participants to share expertise and experiences

during the interaction.

Potential Model Application

• Types of Needs

In general, the standing peer group is most appropriate for needs with

=he following characteristics:

- Quick response is not required.

- The issues can be ad hoc as well as recurring. Short-term

groups can be formed to deal wi_h very specific ad hoc problems

and then be disbanded.

- The issues can range from basic to complex.

- The issues do not require individualized on-site interaction (which

may he desirable, for example, in troubleshooting a problem at a

facility).

• Target Audience

AS seen by the examples discussed above, the standing peer group

model has wide application for both State and local recipients across all

Z _ive EPA 9rognam areas ¢onsidered in this project. At the State level,
.s however, _he concept should probably be limited to a regional group of

_! participants in order to minimize travel costs.

,.'_ Cost Issues

i,'i There are two key cost issues -- travel costs and program support costs.
:_,] The NRWA model is the most costly version of the standing peer group because

_I of she full-time program manager and because of she amount of technical

i!!, assistance being provided. Groups requiring only administrative support will

i be far less costly. Travel costs are a key consideranlon in setting up the. area of the standing peer group. Even at the local level, sub-State grodpings
&
• should be developed to minimize the travel cost burden of participants.

.,_ The standing peer group should be largely financed by membership dues from

, parClcipants. The NRwAmodel, however, illustrates the importance of EPA or
outside support. In general, EPA financial support can be used as seed money

_'; (the NRWA case) or on a continuing but low level of effort basis.

Implementation Feasibilit_

Our research indicates that this is one of the most popular forms of

technical assistance. Communities and States feel comfortable working

together when there are mutual and generic problems to be solved. There

are, in fact, many existing self-help groups among State and local environmental

programs, E_A financial support can be used as seed money (the _WA case) or on

a continuing bun low level of effort basis.
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SECTION 3

ALTERNATIVE PRIVATE SECTOR MODELS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The models discussed in the previous section rely on alternative _ublic
providers of technical assistance to Stats and local governments in EPA
program areas. In each case, these models were premised on _he notion of

using providers external to EPA. This section continues this concept except
Introduues _he private sector as the provider.

Included in this section are two radically different approaches. The

first type-- the Consultant Model --uses the private sector as an arm of EPA.
The agency has extensively used the private sector in a research and evaluation
capacity for some time. There is not, however, an extensive tradition of
using the private sector to supply services to EPA clients--State and local
governments.

The second approach--Alternative Provider Model--simply relies on the
private s_ctor as a technical assistance supplier virtually outside of the
agency's control. Why should EPA care about this model? EPA's interest in
this model stems from the fact that it is often in the best interest of the

agency to have an adequate end accessible private sector expertise in a
particular program area. Private sector capability relieves EPA of being the
supplier. While private sector assistance to Stats and local governments
is extensive in many environmental programs, there are areas which could use

, additio_l private sector involvement. In these cases, EPA's interest and
_ role is to carefully dev_lop _licies to stimulate market demand for private
_i sector services and to stimulate the development, where necessary, of private

sector capability.
iri
_: 3.2 cONSULTANT _40DEL

_ c_

Ii in this model EPA relies on the private sector to supplnment agency
!i
i_! resources to provide technical expertise. The agency would hire private sector
_I @sper_Is_ tm supply assintance to State and local governments with EPA p_ying for

the private sector cost. EPA would determine when and where the assistance is

used; the r@niplent and EPA would mutually determine the sc0p_ and duration of
aesistan¢e to hs provided .

Example: Thm EPA Panels Program

The consultant assistance portion of EPA'e Office of Solid Waste Technical
Assle_anoe Panels Program has bean opurational since September, 1978. AS of
September, 1979, a_out 128 panels consul_ant efforts had been performed. Each
EPA region has i_s own panels consultants. Consultants ate selected by EPA
and assigned to a region for a specific period of tlma to d,llver assistance on
a task order basis. Should the regions decide that a pan.is consultant is
requlred, they and the consultant will meet with the communlty to fully
define the problem. The consultant prepares a report detailing the results of
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this meeting. In some instances this Phase I meeting is able to resolve all of
the questions and issues. If this is the case the process stops here.

?requently, however, the problem is Mrs involved and Phase II assistance
is necessary. In this case, a detailed scope of work is written and sent to

Headquarters for approval. Upon approval, the consultant will perform the
analysis, meeting with co_unlty officials when necessary, when the work is
completed, the consultant writes a _Inal report a_d sends it to the regional EPA
office for approval, and EPA staff then forward the report to the community.
Punds are allocated to the regions on the basis of population and the number of

States in each region.

Since regions are free to implement the program as they choose there are
dlfferencas in the management arrangements. Staffing varies from region to
region: some have one or two people full-time on the program while others have
several part-time people. Our fieldwork indlcaned there was considerable turn-

over in the program, particularly ia Regions IX, X, and VII (Region VIZ had 3
different people running the program in the past year). Regions I, IV and V

experienced no turnover slncm the program began, but Regions VI and VIII had
just lost the key panels person.

Of the regions surveyed, only I and V had a priority ranking system for
granting consul=ant assistance requests. Region V recently adopted Region I's
model. This system considers feasibility, availability of other funding, the

recipient (they prefer to fund Stares, regional governments, and localities in
that order), appllca_ility to the rest of the country, clarity of request, and

consistency with EPA and State goals. Region I meets annually with States to

ascertain their prlori_,les and every quarter asks them to rank requests.
:. Although the regional panels consultants were hired on the basis of demonstrated
:i exporrlse in a rangn of issues, including management planning, hazardous wastes,

_; collection efficiency, and land disposal, the majority of requests and responses
have concerned resource recovery issues. Preliminary analysis of FY '79 figures
indicatod that 41 percent of the requests concerned resource recovery. Land

_'i disposal and general solid waste planning were the next most frequently requested
_ topic areas at 19 percent and 15 _m,rcent, respectively.

i! EPA is currently considering which types of issues the consultant panels should
" concentrate on in the future.

; Transferability Issues

• F1exlbillty

A key feature of this approach is thnt it provides EPA with expertise on
an as-needed basis. There is considerable flexlbility in the types of expertise
to contact and in the length of time than they are used. Use of the private
sector enables the agency to forego hiring personnel to meet needs that perhaps
are only temporary.

s Private Sector Inraremt

One of the problems with using the private sector as an operating arm of
_he agency coecer_a _tentlal conflict of interest. The private sector provider
in this modal gains s tremendous insight into specific co,unity or State problems
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at the taxpayers' expense. The danger is that the suppliers then gain an advantage

over their private sector competitors in a particular issue area or in a specific

community. In order to prevent any appearance of a conflict of interest, SPA has

put time constraints on the solid waste panels consultant in later contracting

with co.unities to whom they have provided assistance. This problem, however,

is difficult to control. If SPA exercises too much control, then they will not

be able to interest capable private sector suppliers to participate as EPA con-

sultants.

• EPA Overview

While the consultants directly provide the assistance in this model, EPA also

must oversee the process. This oversight function includes screening recipients,

prioritizing recf/ests, contracting, and quality control of consultant services.

In our research of the Solid Waste Panels program, SPA administration of the

program was crucial. Staff turnover in some SPA regions adversely affected the

consultants' assistance.

Pomential Model Application

• Types of Needs

The @xperience of the Solid Waste panels program suggests that the most

appropriate use of consultants in providing technical assistance is for needs

with the following characteristics:

Emerging needs where extensive public sector expertise doesn't exist yet.

_] Examples include: hazardous waste emergencies; PSD modelling in some
,!_ States; troubleshooting for complex advanced wastewater treatment systems.

i: Ad hoc needs. There are two types here: i) situations where the private
IL
_ sector supplements the State and local community because of temporary

_'i overload problems at that level; 2) infrequent situations where it wouldn't
_i be coat-effective for the public sector to maintain ongoing capability.

i Technical and memplex issues. State and local goveromentsdo not want the private
sooner to assist _hem in policy areas. Issues that are complex and require

+: definition before a cc_munity can address them are particularly appropriate.

_ • Target Audience

i The application of the consultant panels approach in other program areas

"_ appears to be most suitable when the target audience is relatively small. The use

of panels consultants for resource rmmovary issues, for example, was acceptable

+ because the States and communities requiring assistance in this area is relatively

limited. Consultants panels arm too expensive and adminstratively awkward to use

for needs whmre there is a large demand for assistance.

Examples of needs where consultant panels would be appropriate include:

- Complex enforcement cases in air and wastwater;

- Complex mmdelling in PSD pe_nlts in the air program; and in water quality

impact analysis of a proposed POTWI
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- SurVeillance and analysis of an uncontrolled hazardous waste site;

- Development and demonstration of a prototype community noise

surveillance program.

Cost Issues

This assisnanoe is costly since it involves private sector providers and EPA

oversight costs. Therefore, EPA has to use this approach judiciously and evaluate

the cost of developing its ow_ capability versus con=ratting out for expertise.

Implementatlon Feasibilit Z

There are no significant implementation issues involved with contracting OUt

for privane sector assistance.

The key issue is management-- it takes money and expernise to manage assistance.

Use of the private sector doesn't totally remove EPA's responsibilinies for

developing expertise in an area.

3.3 PRIVATE SECTOS AS A_ ALTERNATIVE PROVIDER

Concept

At some point in nhe operation of a program, States and local governments

i have to assume primary responsibility for meeting their own technical assistance

needs. This concept perceives EPA's technical assistance responsibiliny as a
sunsen one.

_i indeed, cormunities and States have a long tradition in purchasing private

sector aeslstance in the areas of solid waste management, drinking water systems,

ii and PO_.;s. In particular, larger communinies may incorporate into their operating

budgets _or these areas, funds to purchase unspecified, but expecned, private
"_ sector technical aseismnnce.

•!:i _x=p1,.Pri,,at.S.oto_Pro,,i_ionofOp,,r_tion_.,d_imtenano._0_,Se_,io,_:i
:_,_ to Puhli¢l_ C_4ned Treatment Works IPOT_4s)

_! EPA le presently considering policies that would s=imulate greater municipal
use of private sector O&M technical serVices. USR&E examined the O&M market-

!_ place and some of our _jor findings were the following:
i

_ • Forty to sixty percent of all PO_e greater than i MGD are receiving some

type of O&M technical assistance. Most of this assistance has been in

I the form of ad boo troubleshooting. POTWs between I-i0 MGD are

spending about $2,500-$10,000 per year for these services_ POTWS over

l0 MGD are spending between $20,000-$50,000 per year for these services.

• P_uvmntatlve, comprehensive and more costly O&M services are presently

not being bought a_d sold in great amounts in the O_M marketplace. Nor

has there been a serious marketing effort by fi_s no sell these services.

Rather, a serious O_M problem has to develop in order to stimulate an

enforcement action Or community perception Of the need for outside
assistance.
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• There is a small group of O&M specialty firms that are actively

marketing contract oeprations services (involves the use of private

sector personnel in a POTW to supplement or replac_ municipal

e_ployees). While there is a considerable interest on the part of

many civil engineering firms in offering contract operations services,

there is not a latent demand for these services; rather, firms have to

actively market them in order to convince corm_unities to purchase them.

EPA is presently considering several policy options to further st/_ulate

private sector provision of O&M services and to prod communities into seeking

private sector O&M services.

Transferability Issues

• EPA Responsibilities

One of the more troublesome aspects of this policy revolves around BPA's

ability to accurately define its technical assistance responsibilities in

environmental program areas. At what point in _he development of State and

local programs should EPA divorce itself from t_chnical assistance? There is

obviously no answer to this policy question across all of the rive program

areas. Some general boundaries can be carved out. For example, EPA provides

localities with significant capital cost incentives to construct _OTWs. Local

responsibility for public health in wastewater management is wall established.

Consequently, there are substantial grounds for encouraging communities to seek

out private sector technical assistance to operate these facilities. Though the

issue begins to get funoy when one considers EPA's role in requiring certain

t_pes of operations and trea_nent. Local amiss control, on the other hand, is a

different matter. There is a very small municipal tradition in local noise con-

trol. EPA has taken the lead in the 1970's in encouraging communities to develop

noise controls. The agency has made noise control at the local level, however,

il a discretionary matter. Nor has EPA provided any large-scale financial incentives

" to adopt noise control programs. In this case, when EPA is pushing for environ-

_:_ mental control, and in the absence of monetary incentives, it is inappropriate

i_i for th, agency to expect the local community to initially rush out and use the

private sector to meet their tochninal assistance needs. EPA has to use its own

technical assistance as an incentive to initially develop the program.

i

_i • Private Market Intervention

Soma of _he policies being considered by EPA to stimulate private sector

provision of O&M assistance envision attempts by EPA to develop private sector

oapabilities and attempts to stimulate demand for private sector services.

A_y SPA policies in the free market have to be considered very carefully. The

private sector is fearful of too much EPA influence in the marketplace. In

general, they prefer EPA to limit _hemselves to policies that will stimulate demand,

and they arc not supportive of pollcles that would affect how they would provide
seEvio@s°

• Priva_a Sector Interest

In some cases, there is limited on no private sector interes_ in providing

technical assistance, i_ thQ case of Stats air programs, for example, basic

training needs present a widely dispersed and constantly changing type of demand.
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Universities generally do not offer technical short courses that a/e relevant to
job performance in State air agencies. There does seem to be some opportunity,
however, to increase private sector service related to monitoring and sampling
equipment. P_r the most part, however, EPA faces a situation where they have
to provide basic air training itself.

Potential Model Application

This approach is best suited for basic and recurring needs where municipal
responsibility is clear cut and where the community clearly can afford private
sector assistance. POTWs, drinking water systems, and municipal landfill operations

in communities with a population greater than i0,000 generally meet these criteria.

Cost Issues

In this model, States and local governments bear the costs of technical
assistance. EPA's costs are limited ms those activities that may involve stimu-
lating supply and demand. There is a wide range of activities that EPA could do
and thus iu is difficult to discuss EPA costs here.

Obviously, EPA has to carefully consider the cost burdens of recipients
under this model. Some communities may be totally unable to afford private
sector assistance. Thus, EPA will have to have a residual supply of accessible

expertise or stimulate alternative public sector supply arrangements - either
State provided or peer match arrangements.

Im_l._en_,at io,n Feasibility

The feasibility of th/s policy is dependent on the mix of local technical
asiis_ancs d_and patterns and private sector supply cspabillcies. Before

, EPA develops policy that totally ombraces thm private sector as a principal supplier
of a particul=r type of technical assistance, mhe agency should carefully consider
the market situation, particularly the availabillty Of private sector e._pertise.
Zn the case of privets sector supply of O&M services to POTWs, a multiple policy
response ks required if EPA is going to depend on the private sector to provide
O&M services to pOIWs and to bring POTWs into compliance. Our findings suggest that
_his policy rQn_nss will have to include a mix of demand stimulation policies, such

an _forsement program changes and public education efforts; supply enhancement
" policies, such as private sector workshops; and quality control mechanisms, such
'_I as an O&M Firms Directory and an O&M Community Guidebook for communities.

!
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SECTION 4

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has provided several te_.hnical assistance approaches _hat are
potentially applicable for a n_ber of technical assistance needs and in a number
of program areas. _n gensral, EPA's objective to develop technical assistance
providers outside of _he Agency is a difficult, but not insurmountable, task.
Several points are relevant in this effort:

• The_e will always bm a de.and for State and local technical
assistance in the EPA program areas because of changing EPA
program requirements (dramatized most significantly in the

air program], changing technology and emerging needs (such as
hazardous waste), and because of staff turnover in State and

local environmental programs. This last factor is probably
the single _ost Important factor in sti_ulating the need for
technical assistance.

• EPA Should continually reassess the need for and value of its own

technical assistance efforts. Because technical assistance programs
tend to become self-perpetuating, it is difficult to de-institutionalize
them. EPA's regional O&M assistance program to PO'_Ws is a case in point.
There has been great resistance by the regions in rell_gu_snlng U&a. As

s result, EpA has served as a competitor to Drlvats sector fiE_ns.

• At the risk of belaboring a _sic principle in technical
assistance, EPA should attempt to keep its technical assistance
efforts flexlble. The Office of Solid Waste's proposed change in
emphasis for the consultant panels program -- from resource recovery

,_ issues no hazardous wast. -- is an encouraging sign. Flexibility is

i required _o respond to changing technical assistance priorities.

• In designing technical assistance programs, _A should consider au an

early stage how to beat shift technical assistance responbilitity
away from the Agency to other providers. The National Rural Water
Association model, and to some extent m_ny of the noise technisal
a_sistance pr_rams, are g_ed examples of this consideration.

• The _bility to trammeler environmental program responsibility, however,
such as technical assistance, to State governments may have reached
a saturation point. Our surveys a_d fieldwork with State environmentalq
programs revealed that technical assistance activities are very
%_Inerable to budget cuts. In short, delegation to the States can no
longer be viewed as _he auto_%_tic answer for meeting l_cal technical
assis_ce needs.

• Self-help m_dsle, fee-for-service models, and _rivate sector assistance

-- all offer perennial in selected areas. They all require, however,
semQ EPA incestivem to he implemented.

Exhibit 2 s_arlzss some of _he principal issues raised in the discussion
of _he al_ernative models.
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